
EkiShow dope Vpearls Maziora  KRONOS fine  ax  SCALE PEARLS DUAL METALLIC Phantom Aurora Space 

Hobby Color Series User Guide 

Thank you for purchasing the products. Ensure to read this manual before using the products. 

1. Prepare to sand down lightly before applying the paint.

2. Apply base color based on below recommendation. 

Recommended SHOW UP Base Color 
Micro bottle dilution Rate 

EkiShow Sunshine red, tasty orange, lake blue, real black, forest green, etc. 100~150% 

dope 
Basically, base color is not necessary. Use real black to fully cover pre-existing 

condition. 
100~150% 

Vpearls Soul grey 100~150% 

Maziora Cosmo collection ‒ real black   Alps collection ‒ air white 100~150% 

KRONOS fine Sunshine red, tasty orange, lake blue, real black, forest green, etc. 100~150% 

ax Real black or air white 50~100% 

SCALE PEARLS Any SHOW UP base color of your choice will do. 50~100% 

DUAL METALLIC Real black 100～150％ 

Phantom Aurora Space Sunshine red, real black, lake blue 80~100% 

3. After the base coat, apply the color of your choise:  EkiShow, dope, Vpearls, Maziora, KRONOS fine, ax, SCALE PEARLS, DUAL

METALLIC, Phantom Aurora Space 

Do not care too much about perfecting the surface while applying the paint, rather care to paint glossy instead. 

*Make sure to dilute 50~150% based on dilution rate recommendation for each product ‒ see the table above. 

4. Upon applying the color paint, use the top clear coat to finish. 

Precaution for use 

Get medical attention immediately, in case feeling sick, ill, unwell while using the product.  Promptly wash eyes with plenty of water if inhaled 

or gets in the eyes. Get medical help if irritation continues.  

Wear protective clothes such as masks, protective gloves and avoid inhaling the vapor for a long time.  

Keep the product in the cold place in order to avoid fire hazard. 
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Go to SHOW UP Hobby page 

https://www.showup.jp/mcb.html


 

 

 

 

 


